
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. battery  B. bullet  C. convenient  D. vehicle 

2. A. play  B. save   C. assistant  D. arrangement 

II. Choose the word whose main stress is different from the others. 

3. A. production B. enjoyment  C. beginning  D. bicycle 

4. A. spacious  B. balloon  C. aircraft  D. accident 

5. A. homework B. physics  C. design  D. lesson 

III. Choose A, B, C or D to complete the sentences. 

6. The underground is __________ the train. 

A. different  B. different than C. more different D. different from 

7. In the future, people __________ from Hanoi to London in 5 hours. 

A. travel  B. travelling  C. will travel  D. be travel 

8. Matt cannot ride his bicycle. The roads are too __________. 

A. comfortable B. narrow  C. stuck  D. spacious 

9. Linh: A lot of people ____ fireworks for the performance last week. 

    An: Did they ____ those fireworks? 

    Linh: Yes, they did. It was such a colourful performance in the sky. 

A. make/set     B. made/set off   C. make/set off    D. set off/made  

10. The ____________ of Halloween is on October 31st.  

A. folk song   B. decoration    C. carnival      D. celebration    

11. The fireworks and the food were delicious. ________, some people weren’t so friendly with tourists. 

A. Though  B. However  C. Therefore  D. Otherwise 

12. You can buy sausages at the __________. 

A. bakery  B. butcher’s   C. newsagent’s D. greengrocer's 

13. __________ my headache, I had a great birthday. 

A. Despite of      B. Although  C. In spite of   D. But 

14. Hoa: I’m so thirsty. I think we __________ go buy some ice cream. 

      Duy: I don’t think that is a good idea. We __________ stay with our classmates during the field trip. 

A. should/ must B. must/ should C. shouldn’t/ must D. shouldn’t/ mustn’t 

15. Vy really wants to __________ an A, so she spends all night preparing for the exam. 

A. get   B. give   C. take   D. have 

IV. Put the words in brackets in the correct form. 
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16. At Hội An night market, you can see hundreds of __________ lanterns and crowds of tourists. 

(COLOUR) 

17. __________ will see many fascinating lights and exciting activities during Hội An Lantern Festival. 

(TOUR) 

18. This Canadian vehicle has a battery-powered _________ motor, so it can be recharged while waiting in 

traffic. (ELECTRICITY) 

19. The eco-taxi from Germany also has zero emissions because it uses __________ panel windows to 

generate electricity. (SUN) 

20. In our history and geography classes, we learn about our country’s heritage and its _________ 

characteristics. (GEOGRAPHY) 

V. Read the following article and choose the best option A, B, C or D for each question.  

In the future, there will be many new (21) _________ of transportation. People may travel by flying cars or 

hot air balloons. (22) _________, at the present, a company is designing an electronic train. This train will 

have very little emission because it runs (23) _________ solar energy. It uses solar panel windows to generate 

electricity, so it can help the environment. This electronic train can carry up to 10,000 (24) _________, and it 

will be able to travel a distance of 600 kilometers in one hour. The price is 300 dollars for three people, not 

(25) _________  as a tram, but people can travel to different places faster. 

21. A. ways  B. means  C. methods  D. devices 

22. A. However B. Therefore  C. Otherwise  D. Though 

23. A. with  B. by   C. on   D. in 

24. A. pedestrians B. travellers  C. drivers  D. passengers 

25. A. more cheap B. such cheap  C. as cheap  D. little cheap 

VI. Read the text. Decide if the sentences are TRUE (T) or FALSE (F).  

Harrods is the biggest department store in the UK and one of the world’s most famous stores. The first owner, 

Charles Henry Harrod, opened it in 1834 in London’s East End. It started as a small grocery shop with a 

special interest in tea. Later Harrod’s son, Charles, moved to central London and this store became bigger.  

Nowadays Harrods is in AK Road, in London. Around 35,000 people visit Harrods every day. It has got more 

than 4,000 workers from 50 countries and more than 300 stores. There are lots of stores, including clothes 

shops for men, women, and children, bookshop, bakery and shoe shop among others. For many London 

visitors, Harrods is a tourist attraction and a great place to buy gifts. You can find almost everything you could 

think of at Harrods. Go and visit it! 

26. Harrods was opened in Central London in 1834. ________ 

27. The store was always big and famous. ________ 

28. Harrods is an excellent place to go shopping. ________ 

29. There are 4,000 stores in Harrods. ________ 

30. There is almost everything at Harrods. ________ 



 

 

VII. Complete the sentences using the given words. 

31. In 2080 / we / travel / Ha Noi / Da Nang / 30 minutes. 

=> ___________________________________________. 

32. What / activity / you / find / interesting / about / festival?   

=> ___________________________________________. 

33. We/ going / do/ some shopping/ this/ afternoon. 

=> ___________________________________________. 

34. She / will/ not / go home/ until/ she / finish/ chemistry experiment 

=> ___________________________________________. 

35. Sky train / different / underground. 

=> ___________________________________________. 

VIII. Listen to the recording and choose the correct option (A, B, C or D). 

36. The Lim Festival is held to ___________. 

A. celebrate the singing tradition B. celebrate the Quan Ho tradition C. sing Quan Ho songs   

37. The Lim Festival takes place _______________.  

A. in Hanoi      B. in the Lim Village, Bac Ninh C. in Bac Ninh Village     

38. The festival lasts for ___________.  

A. 1 day    B. 3 days    C. 12 days 

39. The most famous part of the festival is _____. 

A. human chess   B. singing    C. rice cooking  

40. In each group of singers, there are ___________ people. 

A. two     B. three    C. four  

---------------------THE END--------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


